[More information on infectious diseases provided by a national information system].
The Infectious Diseases Information System (ISIS) was established to improve the exchange of information about infectious diseases among those combating these diseases. Information about infectious diseases is obtained from municipal health services by means of a data processing system elaborated by the National Institute for Public Health and the Environment. After adjustment to the new Act on Combating and Tracing of Infectious Diseases it will be introduced nation-wide in 1998. Information about pathogens is obtained from medical microbiological laboratories (MMLs) through automatic storage of positive and negative results in a central data bank. After a pilot project had shown that the data from one MML, Arnhem, were complete and reliable, the MMLs of Roermond and Tilburg were also connected. For feedback of information to medical microbiologists and infectious diseases specialists, but also to, for instance, GPs, data from the whole country are presented daily on a public Internet site (http:/(/)www.isis.rivm.nl).